15th HeiKaMaX – workshop

Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Mannheim & neighbors, experimental economics

Wednesday, April 10, 2019, 10:30 – 17:45, Joint Dinner (at own expense): 18:30 – ???

Location: University of Heidelberg, AWI, Bergheimer Str. 58, Room 02.023

Program:

10:30  Andis Sofianos (Heidelberg): “How Intelligent Players Teach Cooperation” (with Eugenio Proto and Aldo Rustichini)

11:15  Vitali Gretschko (ZEW): "You know me - Endogenous favoritism in procurement” (with Nicolas Fugger and Matthias Praxmarer)

12:00  Lunch at local restaurants (at own expense)

13:30  Simon Dato (Bonn, visiting KIT): Lying and Reciprocity (with Petra Nieken and Eberhard Fees)

14:15  Robert Schmidt (Heidelberg): Using Coordination Games as a Crowd Wisdom Device

15:00  Coffee break

15:15  Jan Kreiß (KIT): Multi-unit common value procurement auctions – theoretical and experimental analysis (with Karl-Martin Ehrhart)

16:00  Christian König-Kersting (Heidelberg): “Investing for Others: Principals’ vs. Agents’ Preferences” (with Luisa Kling and Stefan T. Trautmann)

16:45  Coffee break

17:00  Duk Gyoo Kim (Mannheim): " Penalty Lottery”

17:45  End of academic program

18:30  Joint dinner, restaurant “Bootshaus”